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Abstract
Incense, candle smoke and cigarette smoke often exhibit smoke flows with a surface-like appearance. Although
delving into well-known computational fluid dynamics may provide a solution to create such an appearance,
we propose a much efficient alternative that combines a low-resolution fluid simulation with explicit geometry
provided by NURBS surfaces. Among a wide spectrum of fluid simulation, our algorithm specifically tailors to
reproduce the semi-transparent surface look and motion of the smoke. The main idea is that we follow the traces
called streaklines created by the advected particles from a simulation and reconstruct NURBS surfaces passing
through them. Then, we render the surfaces by applying an opacity map to each surface, where the opacity map is
created by utilizing the smoke density and the characteristics of the surface contour. Augmenting the results from
low-resolution simulations such a way requires a low computational cost and memory usage by design.
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1. Introduction

The simulation and rendering of smoke are essential aspects
in the creation of modern visual effects. Many recent movies
have deployed various scenes containing computer-generated
clouds, mists, fumes, and smokes. Painstaking reproduction
of the motion and appearance of such fluid elements are of
paramount importance as the realism should not be compro-
mised when the CG and real video footage are composited
together.

We attend to a crucial problem of visualizing small-scale
smoke. Specifically, our work is motivated by the thin and
plume-like appearance of the smoke shown in Figure 1(a).
Such an appearance differs from the shape of a cotton bun-
dle that results from explosions. The smoke exhibits thin
semi-transparent surfaces and detailed plumes. This mani-
festation is often observed in incense, cigarette smoke and

candle smoke. The plume-like phenomenon deserves careful
attention for the successful reconstruction of its aesthetic mo-
tion and appearance. Visualization of such details of smoke
is in great demand in applied fields such as the creation of
commercial films (Figure 12).

A density field is a commonly used rendering medium for
smoke animation. An Eulerian approach stores the smoke
density in each grid cell. The density field is advected with
the flow (The Navier–Stokes equations are a general model
used to describe a fluid flow). The global illumination render-
ing scheme using a photon map by [FSJ01] produces results
with a high level of realism. However, uniform grid-based
approaches generally require a high-resolution domain for
better simulation quality, which leads to large computational
loads for rendering as well as simulation. The octree-based
adaptive grid method by [LGF04] allows effective grid res-
olutions. Three refinement strategies were applied to handle
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Figure 1: The particles (b) emitted from a source are advected in the simulated flow to form the streaklines (c). The close
streaklines are clustered together to create surfaces (d). Then, the smoke density field is utilized to generate an opacity map (e).
The final rendered image (f) shows the surface-like features of smoke as in real smoke (a).

smoke: refinement near objects, refinement near high vortic-
ity and refinement in a band of density values (0.1 < ρ < 0.3
in their case). Although their method should be versatile
enough to be applicable to any situations, in principle, it is
unclear how well their strategies work for our goal of pro-
ducing surface-like features in practice. Although density is
intuitive and widely used medium for smoke rendering, its
volumetric characteristics cause hazy appearance of smoke.
It is therefore hard to represent the neat surface-like feature
without tremendous computational loads.

Particles as a rendering medium are widely accepted by
both researchers and designers. Many commercial software
packages for visual effects such as [Hou] and [Rea] use
Lagrangian methods in which particles serve the purpose of
both simulation and rendering. Even in an Eulerian method,
many techniques exploit massless particles passively ad-
vected with a time-varying velocity field [FOK05, FOA03,
LF02]. The rendering primitive is a point or sphere whose
centre coincides with the position of each particle. The ren-
dering issues addressed in [AN05] are similar to those that
motivated our work. Their ellipsoid smoke particle repre-
sentation scheme reflects the surface-like characteristics of
actual thin smoke. However, the quality of the results does not
sufficiently describe smoke motion and appearance in detail.
Although the number of required particles is not specified in
[FOK05], it is often necessary to use them in large amounts
for visually pleasing results. Although particle-based smoke
rendering approaches achieve visual realism in general, dis-
turbing smoke grains often seem inevitable. At least in theory,
an infinite number of particles are required to completely fill
a surface.

Our goal is to propose a smoke synthesis method to repro-
duce its thin surface-like features efficiently. We believe that
our method can be very useful in the field of visual effects

or commercial films where visual correctness is more ap-
preciated than physical accuracy. Conventional approaches
are not well-suited for small-scale smoke animation, as there
are no parameters that directly relate to the surfaceness of
the simulation results. A very efficient visualization model is
proposed here that is specifically designed to create the semi-
transparent surface look of the smoke. Briefly, the procedure
of our method is described here. Initially, massless parti-
cles are emitted from user-specified source positions. Unlike
common particle-based rendering approaches, the number
of emitted particles is typically very small, for example, 20
per frame in the example shown in Figure 1(b). The main
idea involves following traces known as streaklines that are
created by the advected particles and reconstructing NURBS
surfaces passing through them. Then, we render the surfaces
by applying an opacity map to each surface, where the opac-
ity map is created by utilizing the smoke density and the
characteristics of the surface contour. The density value in-
terpolated from the positions on the surfaces plays the role
of the opacity value at the position.

Our contributions include the following distinctive fea-
tures: The characteristics of the small-scale smoke are
modelled in particular. Our model efficiently reflects the
surface-like feature of smoke without relying on a high grid
resolution, a large number of particles, or new sophisticated
advection algorithms, which may be more appropriate for
large-scale phenomena such as an explosion. A simple but
very resourceful smoke visualization method is presented.
This method achieves visually pleasing results without in-
curring a high computational cost and memory consumption.
We propose to employ a novel surface reconstruction tech-
nique using NURBS. We believe that utilization of NURBS
surfaces can provide an efficient solution to some of the
fluid phenomena that may require complex solutions from
the CFD point of view.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Smoke animation

For the last decade, there have been great efforts in the pro-
duction of realistic smoke animation to fulfil the needs of
visual effects. Since the landmark research work [Sta99]
based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was in-
troduced to the graphics community, improving the numer-
ical accuracy and the computational efficiency has been
important topics in fluid simulation [FSJ01, LGF04, FOK05,
MCPN08, KTJG08]. Although these efforts attempt to im-
prove the quality of simulation by tackling the CFD per se,
various control techniques have been presented to gener-
ate smoke animations corresponding to user inputs. These
include target-driven forces [FL04], a user-specified path
[KMT06] and feature extraction [SDE05]. Many research
efforts have been made to synthesize gaseous phenomena
similar to smoke, explosions [FOA03], fire [NFJ02, LF02]
and clouds [DKY∗00].

2.2. Smoke rendering

Our work is closely related to the visualization of unsteady
flows. Recent research [Max05] offers coverage of the visu-
alization field that is more comprehensive in that it reports
progress made in the visualization of molecules, scalar fields
and vector fields.

2.2.1. Volume rendering

Based on bidirectional Monte Carlo tracing and photon
maps, Jensen and Christensen [JC98] presented an effi-
cient global illumination method for scenes with partici-
pating media. In [Sta99], the gases are volume rendered
using a 3D hardware texture map. Fedkiw et al. [FSJ01]
implemented both the hardware-based renderer by [Sta99]
and the global illumination renderer by [JC98]. Dobashi
et al. [DKY∗00] renders clouds images in a common
hardware-accelerated rendering method using OpenGL. In
[NFJ02], the hot gaseous products, smoke and soot are
rendered using a blackbody radiation model. In [SDE05],
the resulting simulations are rendered interactively by the
hardware-accelerated implementation of advected textures.
Staubli et al. [SSP∗05] presented a real-time volume render-
ing method for technical (unrealistic) visualization of tran-
sient smoke propagation. For real-time performance, Zhou
et al. [ZHG∗07] proposed a method to achieve the shadowing
and scattering effects of inhomogeneous media.

2.2.2. Particle rendering

Feldman et al. [FOA03] renders the flame arising from an
explosion by drawing the fuel and soot particles directly. In
[BH05], smoke particles are rendered directly to an accumu-

lation buffer accounting for camera, fluid motion and particle
ages. Feldman et al. [FOK05] renders massless particles pas-
sively advected in the flow. In a structural flame model for
a production environment by [LF02], a B-Spline curve rep-
resents the spine of a flame where the particles are sampled
from the curve evolved with a wind field.

2.2.3. Flow visualization

Becker et al. [BML95] presents a visualization method
based on particle tracking for describing time-varying flows.
Texture-based flow visualization methods compute a texture
that is used to generate a dense representation of the flow. It
uses the filtering of texture values according to the underlying
flow [LHD∗04]. In the method known as image-based flow
visualization (IBFV) originally proposed by [vW04], flow is
visualized as moving textures with line integral convolution
and spot noise. Telea and Wijk [TvW03] extended IBFV to
3D steady flow visualization problems. Geometric flow visu-
alization methods utilize geometric objects such as stream-
lines, streaklines and pathlines [PVH∗02]. In [WTS∗07],
generalized streaklines visualize the particles that are ejected
from the wall. Although the method in [Hul92] depicts flows
using stream surfaces constructed by the polygonal tiling of
adjacent pairs of streamlines, it is focused only on steady
flow where all the time derivatives of the flow field van-
ish. For real-time applications of the flame, Bridault and his
colleagues [BLLR06, BLRR07] model flame shapes using
NURBS surfaces. Although their approaches are similar to
ours, smoke is more challenging because of complex be-
haviour and diffusive nature over time.

There are recent work [BB09, vFWTS08] that utilize sur-
faces for smoke visualization, which is similar in motivation
to ours. In particular, Funck et al. [vFWTS08] reproduces
thin smoke with semi-transparent streak surfaces very effec-
tively. However, their approach relies on a simplified model.
The smoke source is assumed to have a line-like structure
such as a burning stick. The connectivity of streaklines is
pre-determined by the user. The surface opacity that rep-
resents smoke density is determined by heuristic param-
eters while underlying flows are computed by the direct
numerical Navier–Stokes simulation. Although Funck et al.’s
method demonstrates its effectiveness in the scientific visu-
alization field, it is not clear how well cigarette or candle
smoke that this paper specifically tackle can be reproduced
by their method. We analyse Funck et al.’s work in detail in
‘Discussion’.

3. Method

3.1. Smoke simulation method

Our smoke animation utilizes the existing physics-based fluid
simulation techniques. A time-varying velocity field is com-
puted by numerically solving the Navier–Stokes equations.
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Figure 2: A point source (black dot) temporally emits the
coloured particles shown here as red, orange, green, and
blue. At time t2, for example, the only red and orange particles
exist in the domain. The particles are advected by the time-
varying velocity field. At a given time, a streakline is defined
as a line passing through the particles starting from the
same source. The connection follows the birth order of the
particles.

Several earlier researches [Sta99, FSJ01, KLLR05] outline
the details of the Navier–Stokes equations and discuss meth-
ods of solving the equations numerically. The smoke den-
sity field is evolved in the simulation as in [FSJ01] and the
massless particles from the source are advected passively
within the velocity field. Our simulation is based on the frac-
tional step method by [Sta99]. The vorticity confinement and
monotonic cubic interpolation method by [FSJ01] are incor-
porated to model the small-scale rolling features. The Back
and Forth Error Compensation Correction (BFECC) tech-
niques by [KLLR05] is used for advecting both the density
field and the particles. This method provides second-order
accuracy in both space and time. In our implementation of
the smoke simulation, open boundary condition was applied
to remove an influence by walls, in which the boundary is
regarded as the air. Under closed boundary condition, the
smoke flow typically formed an excessive mushroom-like
structure at its head due to the closed walls.

3.2. Streakline

We pay attention to the surface-like features observed in
real smoke. It is difficult to reconstruct a surface represent-
ing smoke directly by fitting scattered particles. Moreover,
a naive surface fitting method cannot guarantee temporal
coherency. Instead, the particle movements are traced. Parti-
cles emitted from a source move according to the fluid flow
to form a streakline. Streaklines are the loci of fluid par-
ticles that have passed continuously through a particular
spatial point in the past (Figure 2) [Fab95]. Conceptually,
we represent what we see from real smoke as a collection
of streaklines and interpolation between them. Streaklines
cannot self-intersect or intersect with each other, because the
underlying velocity field is divergence-free.

It is trivial to construct a streakline from the emitted parti-
cles. At a user-specified source position, a particle is emitted

Figure 3: (a) One surface formed by all streaklines (b) man-
ually selected four surfaces used (c) four surfaces created by
our method.

with an initial velocity at a predetermined time interval. Here,
a source ID is assigned to each source. All of the particles
from a source are then inherited with the same source ID. As
particles are created over time, the particles with the same
source ID are saved sequentially. They can be connected ei-
ther as a piecewise linear curve or as a more precise higher
order curve. At this point, however, it is not necessary to
generate exact fitting curves, as the particles are used to re-
construct a surface later. The data of the particles, such as
the position and density (Rendering Section), are stored at
every time step. Because the particles are advected with a
time-varying continuous velocity field, the streaklines sat-
isfy temporal coherency.

The number and positions of emitting sources affect the
shape of the reconstructed surfaces. The user specifies the
location and the number of sources. In our grid-based ap-
proach, a cell is designated as a source cell by assigning
the user-specified velocity and density condition. One source
cell can contain multiple point sources. In our cases, 10–
20 point sources are placed randomly in a source cell. The
initial velocity of a particle from the source is computed
by interpolation between enclosing cell faces. Similarly, the
density at a source is determined by neighbour cell densi-
ties. The emission period is another parameter affecting the
surface shape and lies at the trade-off between computing re-
sources and the resulting level of quality. We shoot a particle
at a source every simulation time step. Such configuration
works well with all our experiment results.

3.3. Surface reconstruction

Streaklines depict the overall motion of unsteady flows. We
now turn to the explicit reconstruction of a surface to repre-
sent actual appearance of the smoke. Our method involves
reconstructing a NURBS surface from each cluster of streak-
lines.

The quality of the final rendered result depends on how
to generate the surfaces from the streaklines. Figure 3 shows
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three test cases of surface clustering. A surface formed by all
the streaklines (no clustering) typically generates too opaque
and thick appearance (a). The resulting images look unnatural
even with a high sampling rate for opacity map (Rendering
Section). Although a naive manual clustering might produce
a better appearance than no clustering, the quality of the
results are unpredictable depending on the user skill and time
spent (b). To minimize manual intervention and produce a
consistent look of semi-transparent smoke appearance, we
use a carefully designed clustering algorithm (c).

A user partitions the point sources into a set of candidate
groups and assigns a candidate group ID. Point sources lo-
cated far from each other are likely to belong to different
candidate groups. Moreover, close points can be assigned
to different groups if desired by the user. The resulting sur-
faces are then created using the point sources within the same
candidate group ID.

We observe that close streaklines in spatio-temporal space
are likely to belong to a surface. Unlike [vFWTS08], our
method does not predetermine the connectivity of the streak-
lines. The close smoke particles in an early stage cannot be
assumed close in space throughout the simulation period,
since the underlying flow is turbulent by nature. Each point
source is associated with a time varying streakline. The dis-
tance h between two streaklines from the sources Sα and Sβ ,
respectively, is defined by the average of Euclidean distances
between the corresponding particles over simulation time,
and is formulated as

h(α, β) =
te∑

t=0

[
N(t)∑
i=1

|p(α, t, i) − p(β, t, i)|2
] /

N (t).

Here, te is the end time of simulation and p(α, t, i) is the posi-
tion at time t of the ith particle starting from source Sα. N (t)
is the number of emitted particles from a source until time t.
For example, N (t) = t if one particle is emitted every time
step. The number of streaklines that constitute a surface is
unrestricted. All pairs from a candidate group are compared,
and the same group ID is assigned to sources Sα and Sβ if
h(α, β) is less than the threshold h0. A user may adjust h0

whose default value is determined by the average value of
hs. The number of reconstructed surfaces and participating
streaklines varies with h0 as can be seen from Figure 4. Al-
though the overall structures remain similar, different h0s
produce different appearances. A high h0 tends to include
more streaklines resulting in more complicated overlapping
surfaces. In contrast, a low h0 tends to include fewer streak-
lines resulting in simpler surfaces. Note that depending on
the choice of h0, only a subset of streaklines can be used for
surface reconstruction.

The shape of a reconstructed surface can differ depend-
ing on how the points across the streaklines are connected.
One strategy involves finding the configuration with the min-
imum length (Figure 5). Computing the minimum length is

Figure 4: Parameter tuning of threshold h0.

Figure 5: Schematic alignment of streaklines from three
sources, Sa, Sb and Sc where h(a, c) < h(a, b) < h(b, c).
Three cases are possible depending on the connections. The
last case with the minimum length h(a, c) + h(a, b) is used
here.

Figure 6: Particles from a point source form a time-varying
streakline (left). Streaklines by several point sources define
a NURBS surface whose knot points are the particles of the
streaklines (right).

a travelling salesman problem classified as NP-hard. Here, a
greedy algorithm is utilized to solve this problem. First,
a pair of point sources Sα and Sβ is chosen, whose dis-
tance h(α, β) is the minimum among the point sources in
a group G. Then, a point source Sγ is determined such
that h(γ, α) or h(γ, β) is the minimum among h(ξ, α) and
h(ξ, β), ξ ∈ G, ξ �= α, β.Sγ is then added to the current con-
nection to form a new configuration. Repeating this process
produces an efficient (although suboptimal) solution.

We build a NURBS surface passing through the streaklines
with the same group ID (Figure 6). NURBS is effective in
handling the smooth smoke flow and allows easy editing (see
‘Discussion’). Although the sub-division modelling may also
provide a smooth surface, it would require a base polygon
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Figure 7: Camera close-up.

mesh to be explicitly reconstructed from the particles to be
used with our method. Clustered streaklines naturally imply
an intrinsic parametrization for NURBS surface representa-
tion. Here, each particle in the streaklines serves as a knot.
The u coordinate of the NURBS is the particle position in the
streaklines. The v coordinate represents the position of each
particle from the sources at a given time. Point-based render-
ing methods [PZvBG00, RL00, FCOS05, ABCO∗03] may be
useful to represent the embedded surface implied by a given
point set. However, the algorithms focus on the unstructured
point set acquired from scanning devices. In contrast, our
method exploits the structure already established by streak-
lines. Moreover, partaking particles in our method are not
dense enough to be suitable for point-based methods.

In contrast to the conventional approaches that utilize par-
ticles or volume rendering, we make use of the reconstructed
NURBS surfaces for smoke visualization. As a rendering
primitive, NURBS surface inherits the advantages of the vec-
tor graphics in opposition to bitmap images. When close up, a
bitmap image inevitably reveals crude artefacts while the vec-
tor graphics is intrinsically scalable. Unlike particle-based or
volume rendering, a vectorized representation of NURBS
surface does not undergo quality degradation with camera
close-up (Figure 7). This consideration was important for
our choice of NURBS surface as one of the applications of
our method is to replace the professional photographs with
simulation results (Figure 12).

3.4. Rendering

We generate an opacity map to exhibit the semi-transparency
of the reconstructed surfaces. The opacity at a particle po-
sition represents the smoke density. One way of computing
the density is to count the number of particles nearby, which
does not work in our case as only a small number of parti-
cles are employed. We utilize a density field instead, which
can be concurrently computed in the simulation stage. The
density field is advected by a velocity field describing a fluid

actual
k=0
k=1
k=3
k=7

de
ns

it
y

u coordinate 

Figure 8: Density map along the u coordinate is obtained
by linearly interpolating sample points with sampling rate k.
The map converges to the actual density field as k increases.

flow. BFECC is used for the advection of the density field as
well. The monotonic cubic interpolation scheme by [FSJ01]
is adopted to reduce the numerical dissipation. A density
value is assigned to a particle using the same interpolation
scheme.

Density values sampled only at particle positions are often
insufficient to form a complete density map of the corre-
sponding NURBS surface. The density map constructed by
interpolation using the small number of samples would not
conform to the actual density field generated by simulation.
A region without smoke (zero density value) may end up
having a nonzero opacity value caused by the interpolation.
Such an artefact becomes apparent when the particles travel
in a wide range. To ensure the coherence, we perform su-
persampling on the surface. The particles on the streaklines
have uniform coordinates in the UV plane. A user specifies
the sampling rate to indicate how many points are needed
between the particles in UV coordinates. Figure 8 shows an
example with various sampling rates. The example is pro-
vided in one dimension for easy understanding. The density
map without sampling (k = 0) is far from the actual density
in most regions. As the sampling rate increases, the interpo-
lated density map approaches to the actual density field.

For elevated realism, another important factor to consider
is the contour of the surface. The contour has higher opacity
than the inner region in real smoke, as shown in Figure 1(a).
The contour is accentuated by the angle between the view-
ing direction v and surface normal n. Combining these two
quantities, the density d and the angle, the proposed opacity
map p is formulated as p = d × e−|n·v|. In the experiments,
the exponential function e−|n·v| produces better results than
the simple attenuation function 1 − |n · v|.

4. Results

We compare the result synthesized by our method with real
smoke (Figure 1). The objective of the comparison is to
see whether our method can reproduce the characteristics
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Figure 9: Comparison with previous methods (a) density field with 503 grid (b) density field with 1503 grid (c) particle-based
with 503 grid and 20 point sources (d) particle-based with 1503 grid and 100 point sources (e) our method with 503 grid and 20
point sources.

seen from a real scene. Similar to the real smoke motion
and appearance, the synthesized image apparently shows a
surface-like aspect, a conspicuous contour and a soft tran-
sition. Figure 1 shows the result generated from a low-grid
resolution of 503. Twenty point sources were used and total of
five surfaces were reconstructed with 11 streaklines. Despite
the low-resolution simulation, artefacts such as jaggedness
or excessive diffusion are not noticeable.

The superiority of our smoke visualization model com-
pared to the previous approaches is demonstrated in
Figure 9. Each row represents a different type of smoke
animation. Smoke particles are advected passively by the
velocity field computed using the Navier–Stokes equations
(Section Smoke simulation method). The adjustment of the
initial velocity condition, user specified wind and gravity af-
fect the underlying velocity field. Simulations in the first,
third and the last columns were performed with the same
domain resolution of 503. The first column shows the result
visualized via a volume rendering utilizing the density field,
as in [FSJ01]. Clearly, low-resolution simulation with the
previous methods is not capable of producing high-quality
smoke visualization. The third column shows the rendering

of the particles projected onto the image plane. At every time
step, 20 particles were emitted into the domain. Our model
used 20 point sources and generated five and four surfaces
for the upper and lower row, respectively (the last column).
As can be seen from the image, our method is superior to
other conventional approaches in the low-resolution domain.

Our goal is to create surface-like features efficiently. We in-
vestigated whether conventional volume or particle rendering
could be employed for this purpose. To have a greatly elabo-
rated velocity field, the second column in Figure 9 shows the
result exploited with a much higher grid resolution of 1503

than the first column whereas other parameters remained the
same. The increase of three times resolution for each axis re-
quires about 27 times more memory and computation time.
The fourth column has an increased domain resolution as
does the second column and contains 100 point sources. The
images in the fourth column show the smoke details. How-
ever, as apparent from the resulting images, a naive increase
of parameters such as a grid resolution or the number of
particles does not effectively reproduce the surface-like fea-
tures which are apparent in the fifth column. In Figure 9, we
cropped unnecessary parts of the images.
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Figure 10: Rising smoke collides with a static sphere (left
panel). Source emits smoke again after a short interval
(middle panel). The particles interact with the sphere (right
panel).

The discrepancy between the interpolated and the actual
densities are expected to be large when the particles travel
wide distances. To avoid visual artefacts from the distant
particles, we exploited a supersampling method. Figure 10
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method. The source
emitted smoke continuously except for a short interval. A
sphere is inserted to the experiment to create various effects.
No-slip condition was applied for the boundary condition
of the sphere. Four source cells contained thirty randomly
distributed point sources. The simulation was 260 frames
long. The density value of 1.0 for source cells was set at frame
1–100 and 161–260. From the 101st to 160th frame, the zero
density value was assigned to the source cells and particle
emission was turned off. After colliding with the sphere,
the smoke was stretched and the particles were separated
in wide distances. Note that the gap between the particles
around the interval is also wide. We set the sampling rate to
be 4 and 2 in u- and v-direction, respectively. In Figure 10,
the middle image clearly demonstrates that our surface-based
method can represent the area with no density properly. In
addition, three images show that the structure defined by the
surfaces is well preserved even after the collision is happened.

Figure 11 shows the performance of our method when it
is applied to realistic image synthesis. We first recorded a
birthday party scene with a digital video camera, and then
the original smoke motions were replaced by the result of
our method. To simulate a wind blow, a velocity generated
by a wind force is assigned to the source cells as the initial
condition. We used five candidate groups for five candles.
Each candle has one or two surfaces. The synthesized smoke
exhibits convincing appearance. This example demonstrates
that our method can be applicable to diverse image synthesis
fields.

Professional photographers often arrange a well-
conditioned studio with a careful light setup to capture the
beauty of small-scale smoke flows. In an effort to mimic
the actual photos with our method, we produced some of
the images as shown in Figure 12. Ten to twenty point sources

Figure 11: A birthday party.

Figure 12: Professionally photographed images vs. various
results of our method.

and three to five surfaces were used in the smoke scenes. The
aesthetics of the smoke flows are very well represented.

Our method was implemented as a MAYA plug-in and was
rendered in MAYA on Intel Xeon node (2.8 GHz CPU and
4 GB RAM). Particles were rendered in the MAYA hardware
renderer. Mental ray in MAYA was used for rendering the
density field and the surfaces of our method. We rendered
an image at every simulation time step. A volume shader
in Mental ray was modified to handle the time-varying den-
sity field. The volume rendering of the density field required
12–38 s per frame depending on the domain resolution. The
particle rendering took less than 1 s per frame. Given sim-
ulation data of 300 frames, we achieved the reconstructed
surfaces within 1 min. Rendering of the reconstructed sur-
faces took about 4–5 s per frame depending on the number
of the surfaces.
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Figure 13: Smoke surface editing (a) before and (b) after.

5. Discussion

Our rendering primitives are NURBS surfaces. We acknowl-
edge that NURBS surfaces are heavily used in geometry
modelling for its easy editing capability. The same idea can
be easily applied to our fluid simulation framework. Instead
of repeating the smoke simulation over and over to achieve
a desired result, a user may want to simply manipulate the
control points of NURBS surfaces. For example, it is pos-
sible to generate a warped smoke animation from a tranquil
smoke flow as shown in Figure 13. Although such warp-
ing is not accompanied with the physical constraints such as
the enforcement of divergence free-ness, it can be applied
to animation scenes where the user requirements are more
important than the physical accuracy. We achieved the pre-
liminary result with a manipulation of control points defined
in the NURBS surfaces. However, such editing may require
an elaborate mechanism that faithfully cater to various user
requirements while ensuring temporal coherency. We leave
this topic as a future work.

Because our method represents smoke only with sur-
faces, it is inefficient for the modelling of volume effects.
For instance, after certain period of time, the smoke loses
its surface-like structure and starts to show the volumet-
ric appearance. Then our model alone often fails to ac-
curately visualize the entire simulation. Seamless fusion
between the surface representation and density field repre-
sentation might be necessary to account for both effects. We
believe that this can be another good candidate for future
research.

For the realistic rendering of participating medium, one
should model the physical phenomena such as scattering,
absorption and emission of light. Currently, we do not con-
sider such interaction of smoke particles with light. Although,
the experiments show that our method produces reasonably
good resulting images, we plan to investigate more compli-
cated light interaction model in the future.

Surface reconstruction procedure in our method starts after
the entire simulation is completed. Even with the same initial
condition, the reconstructed surfaces may vary depending on
the total length of simulation due to the clustering. Such char-

acteristics prevent our method from being used for interactive
applications. However, it may not be a big limitation consid-
ering that rendering stage in high-quality fluid animation is
commonly separate from the simulation stage.

Our method samples points between particles in a uniform
manner. Sampling rate is determined by a user-specified pa-
rameter regardless of the particle distribution. However, it
may be more efficient to use an adaptive sampling method
where a coarser region takes a higher sampling rate. We be-
lieve that the arc length parametrization of NURBS surface
may be helpful for the adaptive sampling.

Source positions and the emission frequency in our method
are fixed for simulation. Many sources and frequent emis-
sions are required for describing the complex flow such as
strong vortices. Recent adaptive schemes [KGJ09, BFTW09]
can be useful to efficiently capture the complex flow.

The reconstructed surfaces may self-intersect or intersect
with each other in a complex flow. We did not put much
efforts to untangle the surfaces thinking that the tangled sur-
faces may still produce reasonably good results as the real
surfaces formed by the smoke look very complicated. How-
ever, this issue requires further investigation.

To compare our method with Funck et al.’s [vFWTS08],
we implemented their method and applied the same velocity
field used in our examples. Instead of our NURBS surfaces,
the polygonal surfaces were generated from the scattered
particles. While our method determined the surface opacity
using a simulated density field, Funck et al.’s method re-
quired approximated density and additional parameters such
as regularity, curvature and the ages of polygons.

Our experiments revealed two drawbacks in their opacity
assigning scheme when it is applied to a complex flow. First,
their method does not maintain temporal coherency prop-
erly. Although the underlying velocity field is temporally
continuous, unpleasant popping of polygons was unavoid-
ably apparent (see Supporting Information). They provided
the shape opacity parameter to hide irregular polygons (equa-
tion (6) in [vFWTS08]). This parameter only works for the
calm flows used in their examples. Our velocity fields in-
clude complex flows producing sudden changes of polygon
regularity. Secondly, they assigned low opacity to high mean
curvature region. Such configuration tends to produce planar
smoke shapes instead of complex ones. Our method excels
in this aspect as shown in Figures 14(a) and (c).

To verify the effectiveness of our clustering scheme, we
applied our opacity map to Funck et al.’s polygonal geometry
instead of opacity computed by their method. The result
(Figure 14(b)) shows similar appearance to our no clustering
example in Figure 3(a). Although we cluster close surfaces in
spatio-temporal space and enhance the visual realism, their
method has no such clustering procedure and produces the
unnatural and thick appearance when the simulated density
data was used.
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Figure 14: (a) Funck et al.’s method [vFWTS08] loses much
detail as it assigns low opacity to high curvature regions.
(b) The method inevitably exhibits thick appearance when
our opacity map with simulated density was applied. (c) Our
method shows realistic appearance of complex smoke.

6. Conclusion

We present a novel smoke visualization model for captur-
ing the surface-like features. By utilizing streaklines that are
created by particle traces, we reconstruct the time-varying
NURBS surfaces that effectively describe smoke motion and
appearance. Our model is simple to implement, very efficient
in its representation of semi-transparent smoke features, and
innovative in lessening the computational loads. This model
works with any higher order simulation mechanism.
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